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Shaping a tech-savvy future
THE technology sector is the fast-
est-growing industry all over the
world. Technology changes the
way we live, work, study and play.
Behind every computer, smart-

phone and digital device and at the
core of every piece of software that
powers them is the work of genera-
tions of computer scientists – pro-
fessionals who are responsible for
inventing the technologies that
shape our future.
In this day where everything is

at our fingertips, the wonders of
technology are something to be in
awe of. Technology is a very driven
industry motivated by never-end-
ing competition and constant
demand for more – faster, better
and more efficient.
Though it can be challenging and

requires a solid command of skills
to be successful, working in the
computer science and tech indus-
try is one of the most rewarding.
Aside from having some of the

highest starting rates out there, the
profession promises a global career
where one can start and thrive in
any part of the world.
With trending technologies such

as themetaverse, 6G, blockchain,
cloud computing, big data, artificial
intelligence, augmented reality and
more being in demand, there is now
a need formore talents who are
well versed in computer science,
have a knack for innovation and
can bring ideas to life.
There is a call for education

institutions to produce graduates
who are able to take on the role of
creators. Computer science and
digital technology graduates are
more sought-after today than ever
before. This is where an education
in this specialised field comes into
picture.
Tech and game enthusiasts need

look no further, as The One
Academy has partnered with a
world-renowned pioneer in tech-
nology education to bring excep-
tional international programmes to
Malaysia.
Founded in 1988, DigiPen

Institute of Technology is the first
in the world to offer a bachelor’s
degree in video game develop-
ment. Its long list of achievements
include being ranked in the top 5
of The Princeton Review’s Top
Game Design Schools for the last 13
years, and Top 50 Best Computer
Science and Engineering Schools
by Business Insider.
Additionally, over 1,250 compa-

nies worldwide have hired its grad-
uates, who are credited on more
than 2,000 commercial game titles.
At present, DigiPen The One

Academy offers Diploma in Game
Design and Diploma in Computer
Science programmes.
The Diploma in Game Design

combines theory and practice of
game design and user experience.
Students learn the fundamentals

of design in computing systems
and interactive story building,
applying the knowledge and skills
that they learn into creating a
game from start to finish in a real-
world production environment.
The Diploma in Computer

Science establishes a solid founda-
tion in game design theory, supple-
mented with computer science,
mathematics and physics.

Learners are exposed to prog-
ramming languages like C and C++,
creative coding and software devel-
opment among others, while mas-
tering designing, producing proto-
types and working on team-based
projects.
These programmes are fully

managed and taught by profession-
al instructors from DigiPen’s inter-
national campuses and mirror

their syllabus, ensuring that each
student is honed by industry
experts with years of applied team
project experience.
By utilising game design as a

teaching medium, it not only
makes learning fun and interest-
ing, but also facilitates the know-
ledge of cutting-edge computer sci-
ence technology, allowing gradu-
ates to pursue a future in the fields

of science, technology, engineering,
mathematics and design.
Learn the inner makings and

develop a game or software prog-
ramme from scratch or dive into
the field of artificial intelligence
and machine learning. You will be
turning your hobby into passion
with a fun and highly rewarding
career.
Students keen on pursuing an

education in the fields mentioned
above are invited to get in touch
with DigiPen The One Academy to
find out more about these exciting
new programmes, which are now
open for registration.
DigiPen The One Academy is the

collaborative effort between The
One Academy – ranked the World’s
No.1 Game Art Academy by The
Rookies International, and DigiPen
Institute of Technology USA – the
first school in the world to offer a
bachelor’s degree in video game
development to provide compre-
hensive high-quality diploma and
degree education.

■ For more information, visit
www.digipen.toa.edu.my or call
03-7875 5510 or e-mail info.
digipen@toa.edu.my

Graphic design for creative minds
GRAPHIC design is the art and
practice of planning and projecting
ideas and experiences using visual
and textual content.
In other words, graphic design

conveys ideas or messages visually.
These visuals can be artistic

advertisements, eye-catching
graphics on websites or beautifully
arranged spreads in magazines.
Graphic design is one of the fast-

est-growing creative disciplines
and is always in high demand.
Recognising the potential, MSU
College’s School of Sciences and
Technology (SST) offers a Diploma
in Graphic Design for students to
explore the wonders of developing
skills in graphic design creatively
and becoming the next generation
of highly skilled creative and inno-
vative workers in the future.
The programme is a comprehen-

sive course designed to provide the
necessary skills for acquiring
knowledge, conducting research

and designing solutions for indus-
try-related projects.
The course includes a variety of

subjects that have been carefully
chosen to prepare students to be
industry-ready graduates. This
includes visual communication,
typography, communication skills,
advertising design and interactive
multimedia.
Those who complete the course

will be able to work as technical
illustrators, layout artists, creative
directors, or graphic designers in a
variety of commercial positions in
both print and digital media.
Their responsibilities may

include or be related to advertising
and promotion, art direction,
branding, corporate identity,
instructional design, packaging,
signage, mobile apps, software
interfaces and website layouts.
This two-and-a-half year diploma

programme requires a pass in Sijil
Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM) or its

equivalent, with three credits in
any subject, or an MSU College
certificate in a relevant field with
passes in all subjects.
Upon completion of the diploma,

credit transfer is also available to
those who choose to pursue a
second-year bachelor’s degree
programme at Management and
Science University (MSU) through
the Faculty of Information Sciences
and Engineering (FISE).
MSU College is also the MSU

APEL Centre for potential candi-
dates to take the APEL Aptitude
Test as the non-conventional
pre-qualification for entry into
higher studies, in which MSU
currently offers APEL A and APEL
C at T-3 (certificate), T-4 (diploma),
T-6 (bachelor’s degree), and T-7
(master’s degree) levels.

■ Formore details, call 03-5521 6868
or email enquiry@msucollege.my
or visitwww.msucollege.edu.my

MSU College’s School of Sciences and Technology offers the Diploma in
Graphic Design for students to explore the wonders of developing skills
in graphic design creatively and become the next generation of highly
skilled creative and innovative workers.

Learn the inner makings and develop a game from scratch or dive into
the field of artificial intelligence and machine learning.

DigiPen The One Academy is a collaborative effort between The One
Academy and DigiPen Institute of Technology USA.

DigiPen The One Academy currently offers Diploma in Game Design and
Diploma in Computer Science programmes.
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A thriving environment
EDUCATIONAL facilities and their design
have a considerable impact on how students
learn. Recent research demonstrates that
atmosphere and amenities are important
factors in the students’ participation,
behaviour and health.
Therefore, it is important for tertiary edu-

cation institutions to maintain a suitable and
modern learning environment in order to
encourage a vibrant student life.
Newcastle University Medicine Malaysia

(NUMed) offers a Foundation in Biological
and Biomedical Sciences programme in addi-
tion to its acclaimed undergraduate degrees
in medicine (MBBS) and biomedical sciences,
and opportunities for postgraduate study.
This international branch campus draws

on the legacy of Newcastle University in the
UK. Established in 1834 as a medical school,
Newcastle University, UK, has always been at
the forefront of research and teaching, with
its reputation externally confirmed to be of
the highest international quality.
The establishment of NUMed in Malaysia

means that students in Malaysia and the
region can now experience the best of both
worlds – world-class education with a global
perspective but made available locally.
“The icing on the cake is that NUMed has

some of the best facilities on campus, which
will efficiently facilitate learning and pro-
mote a vibrant student life.
“The campus is part of EduCity in Iskandar

Puteri, one of the biggest developments in
the Iskandar Development Region, which
will develop into a top-tier district for busi-
ness, living and leisure,” said NUMed chief
operating officer Premila Nair.
Thus, NUMed is ideally situated for stu-

dents who want their university experience
to be full of social activities and a proper
avenue to advance their medical education
with convenient amenities and well-

equipped laboratories at their fingertips.
NUMed Associate Professor and

Consultant Physician Dr Edmund Ong said
medical and biomedical sciences students at
NUMed have access to a variety of research
projects focusing on clinical and applied
aspects of medicine. The various laboratories
provided at NUMed such as the Clinical Lab,
Anatomy Lab, Wet Teaching Lab and
Simulation Lab make these research projects
convenient and more cohesive.
NUMed students will have access to both

on-campus and EduCity Iskandar Malaysia
sports, social and recreational facilities.
“At EduCity, our students have access to a

world-class stadium and sports complex
which includes an outdoor arena and pitches

for field sports and athletics, an indoor arena
and facilities for sports, a gymnasium and
aerobic room, and an aquatic centre with a
50m swimming pool,” Nair said.
As a founding member of the Russell

Group, Newcastle University, UK, is recog-
nised as a world-class research-intensive
university. As its wholly owned international
campus, NUMed provides its students with
top-notch education, with the same UK
curricula and qualifications as what is
offered at its parent university.

■ For more details, email admissions@
newcastle.edu.my, call 07-555 3800,
WhatsApp 011-1231 5411 / 012-7849456
or visit www.ncl.ac.uk/numed

NuMed in Malaysia offers the best of both worlds – world-class education with a global
perspective but made available locally.

Steps for
smart
learning
HAVE you ever thought about how learning
works? If you’re just hitting the books, you
may be missing out, even if you have an
excellent memory for text.
Here are some tips to enhance your

learning experience.

Listen in class
Aural memory for most people isn’t

perfect, especially if you’re not sure of the
subject or the lecture goes on for too long.
The trick is to look at the learning guide

before you go in and focus on listening to the
most important part of the lecture.
If you’re not sure, ask your teacher to

always present a “what you should take
away from this class” section at the end of
class.

Read the book
Read over the material as soon as you can

after the class. Even if it’s a quick read, it will
still reinforce what you’ve heard. This helps
you to retain information in your long-term
memory.
If you have a highlighter and the book is

your own, highlight important sections to
boost your visual memory.

Teach what you learn
When you’re giving a presentation and

questions are thrown at you, you will know
your limitations. Don’t be shy, but ask your
audience to be kind and remind them it will
be their turn next.

https://www.equator.edu.my/
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Innovative learning model
THE myriad twinning programmes
and partnerships between local
and international institutes of high-
er learning today offer Malaysian
students a wider choice of univer-
sities and programmes at a more
affordable cost. Students also get
the chance to complete their stud-
ies overseas for a more well-round-
ed educational experience.
For many years, Australia has

been the destination of choice for
higher education, mainly for
the quality and standard of its
universities and programmes as
well as its proximity to Malaysia.
Sunway College is the only

international delivery partner
of Victoria University (VU) in
Malaysia, offering the VU Bachelor
of Business twinning programme
since 1994. Studying VU’s Bachelor
of Business at Sunway College
enables you to attain the same
quality VU business degree at an
affordable cost, and now provides
the exact same award-winning
Block Model of learning for the
students in Malaysia.
VU is known to have revolution-

ised tertiary education with the
introduction of its multi award-
winning VU Block Model mode
of education – the first university
in Australia to do so, built on the
proven success of block prog-
rammes at universities in Sweden,
Canada and the US.
“Victoria University is the first

Australian university to implement
the Block Model and the first in the
world to do so at scale. In a recent
external review, the block format
received many commendations for
its structure, support and achieve-
ments. Compellingly, we are now
consulting with 11 universities in
Australia, South-East Asia and the
United Kingdom who are interest-
ed in the model,” said Professor
Adam Shoemaker, the Vice-
Chancellor and President of
Victoria University.
“I am thrilled that our longest-

standing international partner,
Sunway College, will be the first
globally to adopt the Block Model.
“We have delivered the VU

Bachelor of Business at Sunway for
almost 28 years. From this year,
commencing students will have the
opportunity to turbo-charge their
learning experience with Victoria
University’s revolutionary teaching
model and achieve similar increas-
es in grades and satisfaction rates
that our students in Melbourne and
Sydney have gained since 2018.”
Under the Block Model, instead

of juggling four subjects at once,
students can focus on one subject
at a time over a four-week “block”
semester. Students will complete a
subject by attending, participating
in class and being assessed in var-
ied ways during the three three-
hour teaching sessions a week for
four weeks before proceeding to

the next subject.
With the VU Block Model, stu-

dents will be more engaged with
their learning and more likely to
achieve academic success. Based
on the 2020 QILT Student Exper-
ience Survey, VU Australia ranked
No.3 for Learner Engagement as
voted by students.
This is a collaborative and

practical approach to learning that
better prepares students for the
workplace of today. It builds criti-
cal problem-solving skills and the
ability to work effectively in teams.
As testament, employers are

increasingly recognising the abili-
ties of VU graduates, ranking them
No.1 in Australia for employability
skills for two consecutive years as
per the 2020 and 2021 QILT
Employer Satisfaction Survey
with 92.4% of employers satisfied
with VU graduates compared to a
national average of 86.3% for all
universities. VU graduates are
also ranked No.2 for adaptive and
collaborative skills.
Since the VU Block Model was

introduced, VU Australia saw first-
year pass rates at 87% (up 13% on
the standard model) in 2019, while
pass rates were at 90% for sec-
ond-year students. Based on the
recent results, VU has achieved
up to 93% pass rate, 53% above
Distinction level and ranked No.1
for Overall Students Experience.
The exclusive partnership

between Sunway College and VU
allows students to receive quality
Australian education closer to
home. In addition, students are
given the flexibility of transferring
to VU in Melbourne at any time
during the programme to gain
study experience in one of the
world’s most liveable cities in the
later years of their study. Students
can come to VU Melbourne to com-
plete anywhere from one semester
to a full two years.
Students can also apply to

transfer to other Australian and
New Zealand universities upon
completing their first year of
the VU Bachelor of Business
programme at Sunway College.
Sunway College provides an

array of scholarships to eligible stu-
dents and has initiatives in place to
ensure students become globally
minded citizens of tomorrow –
#CampusWithAConscience is the
fundamental spirit at the heart of
Sunway Campus Life.
This initiative educates, encour-

ages and engages all aspects of the
diverse community to adopt a life-
style and conscientious efforts that
truly reflect a society determined
to create a better living environ-
ment for generations to come.

■ For more information about the
Sunway College VU Bachelor of
Business Programme, visit
https://my.sunway.edu.my/vubu

sunway college is the only international delivery partner of Victoria
university in Malaysia.

The exclusive partnership allows students to receive quality australian
education closer to home.

How to avoid
missing
deadlines
THE start of a new semester is
when you have plenty of time
stretching ahead of you. You’re on
top of things, and exams are a shad-
owymemory belonging to last term.
Then suddenly, it’s 24 hours till your
first essay has to be in and you hav-
en’t even cracked the textbook.
Here’s how you can plan like a

pro and keep everything straight.
First, forget pen and paper. For

good time management you need a
calendar like the one that comes
with your iPad, Android tablet or
smartphone. If you don’t have a
device with a nice large screen, set
up a Google or Yahoo account and
use their free calendar.
Why do you need to go digital?

Because you can drag and drop
items, have yourself pinged with
urgent tasks and make automatic
To Do lists.
Second, put in your classes. If

you have to travel huge distances,
block the period to and from in a
different colour so you know when
you have reading time.
Third, put in every deadline for

this semester. Make these all-day
events so they’re easy to spot. Add
an alert to remind you a few days
before the deadline.
Deconstruct what needs to be

done for each deadline. You may
want to do your reading a week or
two before, and then devote three
days straight to nothing else but
the assignment.
Or, you may go for the “salami”

approach where you do it piece by
piece. For example, you can divide
a paper into research (during your
travel time), writing the introduc-
tion, writing the literature review,
writing your argument, writing
your conclusion, organising your
references and printing.
Next, the trick is to know how to

poke yourself to keep to the sched-
ule. If you need reminders, you
have to set these carefully so that
you’re not jolted out of a class by a
notice that says you have to do
something the next day. This bit is
something you have to learn as you
go along.

https://admissions.manipal.edu.my/lp/all-programs.html
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Producing
heart health
experts
CARDIOVASCULAR disease
includes conditions that affect
the structures or functions of the
heart such as coronary artery
disease, heart attack, abnormal
heart rhythms, heart failure,
heart valve disease, congenital
heart disease, heart muscle dis-
ease, Pericardial disease, aorta
disease, Marfan syndrome and
vascular disease.
Based on the findings of the

Department of Statistics
Malaysia in 2021, heart disease
has been the principal cause of
death in Malaysia for the past
two decades, increasing from
11.6% of all medically certified
deaths in 2,000 to 17% in 2020.
With such growing health con-

cerns, the need for qualified car-
diovascular technologists is high-
er than ever. The Management
and Science University (MSU)
through the Faculty of Health
and Life Sciences (FHLS) comple-
ments the needs of highly skilled
and expert human capital in the
cardiovascular technology field.
This first bachelor’s degree in

Cardiovascular Technology
offered in Malaysia is designed
based on the recommendations
of cardiovascular technologists
through the Malaysian Society of
Cardiovascular Technology.
Cardiovascular technologists

deal with the diagnosis and
treatment of patients with dis-
eases of the heart (cardiac) or
blood vessels (vascular). They
perform cardiovascular exami-
nations and therapeutic proce-
dures with high-tech equipment
and at the direction of qualified
physicians to create easily defin-
able data from which correct
anatomic and physiologic
diagnosis may be developed.
Cardiovascular technologists

play a vital role in the treatment
process, applying their independ-
ent judgment, problem solving
skills, analytical thinking and
ability to obtain and integrate
accurate diagnostic information

whilst supporting the clinicians.
Most cardiovascular technolo-

gists work in hospitals but they
may also work in physicians’
offices, educational facilities,
medical centres, non-invasive
cardiovascular laboratories, elec-
trophysiology laboratories and
mobile diagnostic units.
Relevant job titles include car-

diac catheterisation technologist,
cardiac stress technologist, cardi-
ology technologist, electrocardio-
graph technologist, cardiopulmo-
nary technologist and vascular
technologist.
The FHLS offers diplomas and

bachelor’s degree programmes
in fields such as Biomedical
Science, Food Service Technology,
Pharmacy, Optometry, Nutrition,
Bioinformatics, Medical Labo-
ratory Technology, Occupational
Safety and Health, Traditional
Chinese Medicine and Diagnostic
Imaging (Radiography).
As an applied and enterprise

university, MSU’s graduate
employability currently ranks at
97.5% of its graduates securing
employment within six months
of graduation based on a Higher
Education Ministry tracer study.
Blending technical vocational

education and training with tra-
ditional academic curricula,
MSU enhances competencies
with industry internships, com-
munity and creative entrepre-
neurship, as well as global expo-
sure; empowering MSU gradu-
ates with the well-roundedness
sought by employers.
Various skills enhancement

programmes aimed at improving
students competitiveness are
offered to students. MSU’s Grad-
uate Employability Skills (GEmS)
and Personal Enrichment Comp-
etencies (PEC) programme serves
to improve students’ soft skills.

■ For more details, contact the
Engagement and Enrolment
Department at 03-5521 6868 or
visit www.msu.edu.my

Msu through the Faculty of health and Life sciences complements the needs of highly skilled human capital in the
cardiovascular technology field.

Study group essentials
A STUDY group is a great way to
revise, but putting one together
can be tricky. Here’s how to form
one that will help you get the
most out of communal learning.

Think outside your
comfort zone
Get together a group of people

you don’t know so that you get
new angles of perspective.

Keep it small
Instead of “the more, the mer-

rier”, think “too many chefs spoil
the broth”. Three is fine, but four
is ideal as you can pair off.
Six should be the maximum;

any more and you will have too
many opinions and not enough
time for everyone to have mean-
ingful question time.

Outline a plan of action
Decide how long each meeting

will be, howmuch to cover and
who’ll be responsible for what.

Pick a good place
Pick somewhere quiet to avoid

external interruptions like an
empty classroom or study room.

Take turns to be a teacher
Explaining a topic to someone

else is the best way to figure out
what you know and don’t know.

Plan for exam revision
Plan one session to predict

what will come up in the exams,
and one or two more sessions to
revise the trickiest concepts.

https://sunwaycollege.edu.my/
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Showcase of
creative ideas
THE Department of Media and
Communication of the Faculty of
Humanities and Health Sciences at
Curtin University Malaysia (Curtin
Malaysia) is organising its first film
festival, the Kenyalang Film Festival,
on May 10-11.
According to the department’s

Media and Communication
Programme Coordinator Dr Ngu Ik
Ying, the Kenyalang Film Festival is
aimed at inspiring and empowering
budding young filmmakers and video
content creators in Borneo and foster-
ing creative collaborations between
academia, the media industry and
local communities.
It is a pilot project under the depart-

ment’s strategic plan to position
Curtin Malaysia as a creative hub in
Northern Sarawak and Borneo
where collaborations could lead to
award-winning creative projects, she
added.
“Miri is in the heart of Borneo and

thus is strategically located to attract
and link creative minds and talents in
Borneo.
“We hope that through the film

festival, there will be greater
representation of Borneo and its
diverse ethnicities on cinema screens
and in digital media, and that there
will be more interaction between the
people of Borneo in developing an
enduring and dynamic screen
culture,” said Ngu.
“We hope to raise greater awareness about

films and provide ample opportunities for
creative talents in Borneo to express them-
selves and hone their skills.
“Together, we will discover new works,

uncover emerging talent and let our curiosi-
ty be rewarded,” she added.
The film festival will comprise a category

for secondary school and tertiary students,
and an open category for aspiring filmmak-
ers in the public.
It is open to all residents of Malaysia,

including international students and foreign
residents, and participation is free of charge.
Ngu said that despite the festival being a

face-to-face event, certain Covid-19 protocols
will be observed during the event, including
holding multiple screenings with smaller
audiences of about 50 people each instead of
a single screening with a large audience.
She said smaller screenings will also allow

for more in-depth interaction between par-
ticipants. The screenings will take place in
Cinema Lite, the Faculty of Humanities and
Health Science’s mini theatre.
Curtin Malaysia pro vice-chancellor, presi-

dent and chief executive professor Simon
Leunig joined Ngu in inviting aspiring film-
makers to participate in the film festival.
“It will not only be a fantastic platform to

showcase your work but also offer you an

opportunity to engage with and learn from
experienced filmmakers, as well as potential
industry employers and sponsors.
“It is an event run by young people for

young people. As long as you are young at
heart and passionate about films, you should
join the Kenyalang Film Festival,” he said.
The Kenyalang Film Festival is being

organised in collaboration with TV
Sarawak by a group of Curtin Bachelor of
Communications students who call
themselves the Pineapple Media Team.
Film creators and enthusiasts can submit

their short films and documentaries of any
length and recorded using any device to the
festival by March 31. Sarawak or Borneo
content is preferable.
Those interested to participate in the

Kenyalang Film Festival can register at
https://bit.ly/KFFRegistration
For more details on the Kenyalang Film

Festival, follow the Pineapple Media Team’s
Instagram at @pineapplemediateam2022,
email pineapplemediateam2022@gmail.com
or contact organising chairperson Melody at
012-341 7280.

■ For more information on Curtin Malaysia,
visit curtin.edu.my or look for Curtin
Malaysia on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube or LinkedIn.

aspiring filmmakers are invited to submit entries
for the Kenyalang Film Festival.

Optimise all-day programmes
STUDIES agree that ideal learning is where
you focus strongly and briefly on an issue,
think it over, refocus, think again and repeat
the process till you reach a conclusion.
Unfortunately, many programmes focus

on all-day lectures. This means there is no
time to think or digest what you’ve heard
and what your take on it is.
If you’re frustrated with the system, there

are a few things you can do to optimise your
opportunities.
First, have a strong focus on what to take

away from each class. This will include what
you need to pass the exam and the actual
knowledge needed for your career.
Second, figure out what to do in class by

looking at the sort of teacher you have. If it’s

someone who reads the textbook, bring the
book and use the time to annotate and make
notes.
This means you can do your basic reading

in class and by taking notes, you’ll have the
basis for quality reflection during revision
time.
Third, don’t panic if you find yourself day-

dreaming in class. Tuning out every now
and then is natural. Just keep it to a mini-
mum and complete your reading and reflec-
tion in your own time.
Pay special attention to your “takeaway”

notes to make sure you cover everything.
If you feel you need to review the lesson,
search for online education videos and view
them in your free time.
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Making
effective
revision notes
WHEN you’re at the end of the semester,
revision becomes a lot easier when you have
good exam notes. Here are a few tips that
will help you develop a killer set and hope-
fully, get awesome results.

Box it up
The eye reads long sentences but the mind

doesn’t remember themwell. Keep your
notes concise. If you’re using in aWord docu-
ment, make little boxes or use half the page.

Bullets hit home
Revision is about taking an ocean of sub-

ject, understanding it and then condensing it
into something easy to comprehend.
Read, understand and then summarise the

absolute main points in a few pithy sentenc-
es or facts. If you present them as bullet
notes, you’ll remember them even better.

Number the bullet notes
If you know you have five things to

remember about working with dementia,
and three things to remember about the
invasion of Persia, you’ll find it easier to
manage your memory.

Acronyms work
If you have six things to remember about

ethics, say, autonomy, non-maleficence,
beneficence, justice, fidelity and veracity, put
the first letter in bold so you get anbjfv.
Make an acronym to help you reconstitute
the list while you’re in the exam hall.

Delve into architecture
EquaToR College is pleased to announce the
continuation of the offshore architecture
degree programme with universiti Sains
Malaysia (uSM). The three-year Bachelor of
architecture degree was made available to
qualified students from the beginning of fall
2022.
The Bachelor of architecture degree offers

in-depth coursework in history, theory,
design and technology. The curriculum
includes an international component to
ensure students gain a broad understanding
of the history and theory of global architec-
ture.
Equator College’s architecture programme

will also prepare students for a diverse
range of professional settings and encourage
innovative thinking that can influence the
future of architectural design.
upon completion of the degree, students

will receive a deep education in a wide
variety of topics related to architecture,
including drafting and building sciences,
construction methods, problem-solving
principles, project management strategies,
aesthetic principles and urban planning.
The Bachelor of architecture programme

is housed in Equator College, a dedicated
college that has produced a number of
successful designers and artists.
For additional in-house resources, students

are able to access and make use of all
facilities and resources in uSM such as its
library.
The college is committed to providing its

students with an unmatched education and
experience, delivered through innovative
and cutting-edge approaches to teaching and
learning.
With the launch of the new architecture

programme, students will have plenty of
opportunities to create immersive work that
could influence the way cities and buildings

are built.
To enrol in the programme, applicants

would need to possess a minimum qualifica-
tion of either STPM/asasi/Matriculation/
Diploma with a minimum CGPa of 3.0 or
equivalent.
on the other hand, Equator College pro-

vides a variety of art and design prog-
rammes namely in Graphic and Multimedia
Design, Digital 3D animation, Fine art,

Interior Design, architectural Technology,
and Fashion Design Technology.
Equator College is currently open to

students for the 2023 april Intake.

■ an Info Day will be held on March 18
at 7, Leith Street, 10200 Penang. all are
welcome to visit the college.
For more information, contact 04-261 5116

or 016-488 0415.

Equator is an established art, media and design college in Penang with more than 30 years
of exposure and experience in the field of creativity.
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Improve your
reading and
understanding
DO you have trouble reading text-
books? If so, you’re not alone.
Luckily, it’s easy to improve.

Don’t be intimidated by size
Many people are frightened by

the sheer size of textbooks. As a
first step, adapt your mindset.
Understand that a textbook is like a
gourmet meal. It’s big because it’s
going to be satisfying.

Reading is a skill
Like all skills, it’s a matter of

practising. Start reading newspa-
per sections and magazines that
have full-length features.
In college, understand that your

first year is designed to get you up
to speed on your skills. Follow the
directions for all the readings. See
the initial struggles as first steps on
the path to superstardom.

Skim, focus and reread
Textbooks tend to have layers

built into them. The title and the
subheadings will tell you the main
points.
But the best way to read better is

to skim first for a big picture over-
view. Then, ask yourself, “What is
my goal in reading this?” The
answer is not “To get an A”!
See what information you need

to get to grips with, then reread
and focus on that.

Futuristic medical training
MANIPAL has resonated with the
Malaysian healthcare system for
the past 70 years with thousands of
medical doctors graduating from
Manipal in India.
Manipal University College

Malaysia (MUCM), established in
Malaysia in 1997, continues this
fine tradition of quality medical
education through its MBBS and
BDS, which have been fully-in-
Malaysia degrees since 2021.
Manipal’s MBBS curriculum is a

blend of traditional and contempo-
rary teaching and learning modali-
ties like cadaveric dissection to vir-
tual 3D dissections in anatomy.
The shadow housemanship

embedded within the curriculum
in the final semester immerses the
medical students in a world of
almost real-life working conditions.
The degree has paved the way

for graduates to ease into clinical
working life at hospitals.
After 25 years of being a key

driver of medical education in
Malaysia, Manipal has further
stepped up its game in a collabora-
tion with MediSimVR, an ed-tech
startup incubated at the renowned
Indian Institute of Technology,
Madras, and supported by Johnson
& Johnson, USA.
Through this collaboration,

Manipal’s MBBS students will be
exposed to virtual reality (VR) clini-
cal training during years 3 to 5 of
their MBBS via MediSim’s Virtual
Reality Skill Training Simulation.
This is a first-of-its-kind MedTech

solution introduced by MediSim to
address the needs of the medical

industry at the grassroots level.
This technology has been fully
functioning at Medisim’s VR-based
skill training laboratory in Pondi-
cherry, India, which also happens
to be India’s first such laboratory.
Prof Dr Jayakumar Gurusamy,

dean of the Faculty of Medicine at
Manipal, said, “VR provides an
inspiring and immersive clinical
experience for the development of
technical competencies such as
surgical skills for our students.
“Learning through practical

experience by incorporating visual
stimuli with MediSim virtual expe-
riences improves students’ interac-
tion within the classroom and
boosts knowledge retention.”
MediSim’s VR skill training simu-

lation programme allows students
to learn and practise patient-care
skills as many times as they want

in a risk-free and immersive envi-
ronment. An inbuilt AI-powered
competency assessment engine
helps ensure that students achieve
a certain level of competency
before stepping into the real world.
An extensive content library con-

sisting of procedural skills such as
emergency management, urethral
catheterisation and wound man-
agement, help accomplish this.
Prof Jayakumar said Manipal

will be installing MediSim’s VR
kiosks at her campus so that it is
easily accessible to her MBBS
students.
“Harvard Business Review indi-

cates a 230% improvement over
traditional training methods and
VR-trained participants are 20%
faster and more accurate,” added
Prof Jayakumar.
“We are very happy to be work-

ing with Manipal in Malaysia,
which has been a longstanding pio-
neer in the field of medicine and
other healthcare programmes,”
said co-founder and COO Dr Adith
Chinnaswami.
“Being a surgeon and well aware

of Manipal’s medical pedigree, I see
this as the perfect partnership to
launch the first such fully automat-
ed VR skill lab in Malaysia and look
forward to maintaining the high
standards Manipal sets towards
her students’ education.”
Manipal’s MBBS programme is

offered in April and October yearly.
Prospective students are encour-
aged to visit them at its open days
taking place in March and April.

■ Call 1700 811 662 or visit https://
admissions.manipal.edu.my/lp/
all-programs.html for more details.

The MedisimVr centre of excellence at the Pondicherry
Institute of Medical sciences, India.

a student practising a skill module on Medisim’s
Virtual reality skill Training simulation.
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